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Get Alyssa Milano's sexy new
hairstyle by asking your stylist for
a choppy pixie with lots of layers,
including neck-hugging pieces in
the back. The 6 hottest short hair
trends include the mussy shag, the
pixie and more. Find out which of
these short hairstyles best works
with your face shape. Sixty doesn't
have to mean it's time to settle for
"grandmother" hair. (Unless of
course your grandmother happens
to be Isabella Rossellini). Here are
ten stylish. Offers fashion advice
on how to style, color and manage
short or medium-length hair.
Includes hair fashion news, style
guide, review and hair care articles.
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We love that celebrities have been swapping their go-to styles for new shapes, textures, and lengths. Here, some of our favorites and how to get the looks.
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